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Abstract— Global presence of cloud computing infrastructure 
and increasing demand by researchers to be able to easily gain 
access to research software on a cloud of choice is putting pressure 
on application deployers to make their applications easily 
accessible on multiple clouds. However, performing complex IaaS 
orchestration tasks on multiple clouds is often difficult, as it 
requires that each cloud be tested and supported individually. In 
this demo, we present CloudLaunch as a portal for discovering 
and launching cloud-enabled applications on a variety of cloud 
providers, while being able to write complex IaaS orchestration 
tasks in a cloud agnostic manner. The portal makes it possible for 
deployers to readily integrate their application into the portal 
while end-users can easily browse and launch available 
applications. CloudLaunch provides necessary abstractions to 
make either task uniform and accessible across all supported 
cloud providers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Cloud computing is quickly becoming a standard platform 

for application development and deployment. Benefits include 
global availability, dynamic scalability, cost structure, and 
general convenience, among others. Resource providers are 
working on increased presence and lower latency by 
establishing a growing number of locations around the world. 

For developers and deployers however, this presents a new 
challenge, as they must be able to make their applications 
available on as many cloud providers as possible, so that users 
are able to utilize these applications based on their location, 
institutional resource availability, and other constraints. Unless 
an application is custom-developed for a specific cloud provider, 
running an application often only requires a compatible 
operating system while the runtime environment can be built on 
demand. As most mature clouds are converging in terms of 
functionality and scope [1], it is becoming easier to write 
applications that can run on different clouds. However, what is 
often not equivalent across different providers is the deployment 
process. Providers have differing APIs and representations for 
otherwise equivalent services that the application deployer 
needs to account for. This inhibits the ability to easily have 
global application presence across different providers, in 
different locations, or take advantage of opportunistic pricing.   

Additionally, applications will often require some degree of 
bootstrapping. Rather than simply launching a virtual machine 
or a container via the cloud provider’s dashboard, research 

applications often need to be customized for the user deploying 
the application. For example, by supplying input parameters for 
an autonomous compute process, choosing type and size of 
persistent storage to use and attaching it to the deployed virtual 
machine as a formatted file system, or installing a specific set of 
domain tools for the task at hand. These are composite tasks that 
differ from simply using a provider’s dashboard or API to 
launch a virtual machine with just a base operating system. 
Enabling such composite tasks leads to the deployer needing to 
develop a custom launcher script or an application that exposes 
the available options and performs the launch and oversees 
orderly bootstrap process. 

Some cloud providers offer the ability to encapsulate 
application’s composite launch process into their marketplace 
portal. However, different providers offer differing application 
registration and launch processes. This requires the deployer to 
repeat the effort and account for appropriate changes among the 
providers. It also requires the end user to search for the 
application across different providers, using different interfaces 
and launch processes. Alternatively, there is a cloud-
independent tool, cloud-init, that can automatically run after a 
virtual machine launches. Yet, cloud-init is a low-level tool and 
it must be scripted to account for any variation in the deployed 
systems (e.g., different versions of a command on different 
operating systems). Additionally, it relies on instance user-data, 
which cannot be changed for a given instance at runtime and 
hence hinders re-configurability or runtime changes. Some 
higher-level abstractions also exist, such as Ansible or 
Terraform, but those offer only low-level command line 
interfaces and require each cloud provider to be individually 
handled via its own descriptor file. 
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Fig. 1. A view of the CloudLaunch web interface, for discovering (A) 

cloud application templates and (B) hosted services. 



For the developer, ultimately, this becomes a significant 
burden, as it is often difficult to gain access to multiple clouds 
in the first place, and even more difficult to individually test and 
support multiple clouds on an ongoing basis. 

II. CLOUDLAUNCH GATEWAY 
In response to these challenges, we have been developing the 

CloudLaunch gateway - a portal for discovering and launching 
cloud-enabled applications. It uniformly supports multiple cloud 
providers and allows integration of applications whose launch 
process can be arbitrarily complex, yet defined once for all 
supported cloud providers. The web interface can be customized 
by each application to expose the exact launch process that is 
required. Many of the common interface components can also 
be reused. Complementing the custom user interface is the 
ability for each application to provide its own launch logic to 
address the nuances of its launch process. The CloudLaunch 
interface to the cloud providers is built on top of the 
CloudBridge library [1], which offers a uniform and tested 
interface for multiple cloud providers. Hence, the launch logic 
developed for an application is developed only once and is 
automatically compatible with all supported cloud providers. 

From the end-user perspective, the CloudLaunch application 
offers the ability to discover and launch available applications. 
Available applications come as launchable templates or hosted 
services (see Fig. 1). The hosted services are other gateways [2] 
that have been linked to CloudLaunch for easy, centralized 
discovery; they are not necessarily affiliated with the 
CloudLaunch gateway but are instead just linked. The 
launchable templates represent cloud applications that have been 
made available for deployment on at least one cloud provider. 
Each template provides support for multiple application versions 
and any application configuration options that have been built 
into the template. CloudLaunch guides the user through a 
wizard-like launch process of the selected application on the 
available cloud provider infrastructure (see Fig. 2). 

 

In addition to the web user interface, CloudLaunch offers the 
ability to interact with it via a REST API. At the minimum, the 
API exposes a uniform interface to browse and interact with all 
supported cloud providers. Being a REST API, this provides a 
language-agnostic interface to multiple cloud providers. In 
addition, the API supports features of launching, monitoring, 
and deleting appliances. Consuming the CloudLaunch API 
allows applications to provide native support for cloud features 
without needing to develop all the infrastructure to support 
multi-cloud application deployment and resource management. 

Effort has recently been expended to make CloudLaunch not 
only a portal to launch applications but also a portal to manage 
them. That is, perform tasks such as health status checks for 
launched applications and perform essential management 
controls on them (e.g., delete, restart). Similar to the launch 
process, deleting application instances may require application 
specific logic for how to actually tear down the application. For 
example, deleting a standalone virtual machine may be as simple 
as terminating the instance via the cloud provider’s API. 
However, other applications, such as Galaxy CloudMan [3],  
create their own compute cluster and deleting this cluster 
requires the appropriate API to be invoked on the given 
CloudMan instance. CloudLaunch supports this kind of 
extensible application specific logic for tasks such as creation, 
deletion, and health status checks. 

Currently CloudLaunch supports launching application 
instances on AWS and OpenStack clouds. We are currently 
working on expanding the underlying CloudBridge library to 
support Google Cloud Engine and Azure cloud platforms. 
However, the addition of such new clouds do not require any 
changes to the application deployment logic, only configuration 
changes. 

Technically, CloudLaunch is implemented in Python and 
TypeScript. It uses the Django web framework with a REST 
layer for the backend; the frontend is written using the Angular 
2 framework. All of the cloud resource manipulations are 
handled using the CloudBridge Python library. CloudLaunch is 
currently hosted at https://beta.launch.usegalaxy.org/ while the 

 
Fig. 2. CloudLaunch application launch wizard, allowing the user to choose (A) application version, target cloud, credentials as well as 
any (B) application-specific features. Once launched, (C) the user has a log of previously launched instances with the (upcoming) 

management controls. 

 



source code is available on Github (backend: 
https://github.com/galaxyproject/cloudlaunch/ and frontend: 
https://github.com/galaxyproject/cloudlaunch-ui). 

III. DEMO 
The demo will provide a well-rounded set of usage scenarios 

that demonstrate CloudLaunch benefits for domain scientists, 
application deployers, and gateways providers. We will 
showcase the available catalog of application templates and 
linked hosted services as a way to discover applications and 
matching infrastructure. Further, we will demonstrate the launch 
procedure of a sample application (e.g., Galaxy, CloudMan, or 
Jupyter on Jetstream, AWS, or similar cloud) with the effect of 
obtaining a functional service within minutes, with all the 
necessary infrastructure and configuration options automatically 
handled. We will further show the ability to manage the 
launched applications from within CloudLaunch using some of 
the features described in the previous section. Finally, we will 
provide some guidelines and example of extending 
CloudLaunch with other application templates or requirements 
for including hosted services. 
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